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\	earlier   work.     God   is   declared   to   be,  though  not
|	omnipotent, yet always benevolent; albeit that the main
f	object of the Essay on Nature was to show that natural
\	operations were replete with, unreasoning cruelty.    There
f	is a shadow of chance that the soul may be immortal,
,j	because the physical part of our thinking frame is only a
1	concomitant, not the cause of our mental life.*    Lastly,
sl	if we select all those sayings of Christ which strike us as
of the highest value, and reject all those which appear to
f	be merely on the level or below the level of the morality of
his age, we are left with a character which is apparently
]	inexplicable on natural and   historical   grounds.    Yet
if there was one thing more than another which the
I	sixth book of Mill's Logic was designed to teach, it was
the notion of a science of social development, in which
;	there could be no breaks, no want of continuity in the
I	natural order.    A science of historical sociology could
not admit that, at a given period in the world's develop-
\	ment, a character arose which had no relation to the
\	past, and no roots in the existing social conditions.    Yet
here in the last of Mill's writings there is the suggestion
that Christ was charged with "a special, express, and
5	unique commission from God to lead mankind to truth
and virtue."!    The passage in which these words occur
has often been quoted, but it is worth while to quote it
1	once more.    If it proves nothing else, it proves how
ready Mill was to find some, sympathetic alliance with
those whose feelings he had so obviously outraged in the
earlier essays.    On the strength of this passage it has
* This consideration would, of course, only lead up to metem-
psychosis, not personal immortality.
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